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Based on / including slides from:
H. Nagai + A. Mignano + M.C. Toribio + L.T. Maud + ALMA EU nodes 

tutorials + ALMA Science Portal and Technical Handbook + CASA Guides 
+.... 



Disk Substructures at High Angular 
Resolution Project (DSHARP)

Target: HD 163296
Project: 2016.1.00484.L

Publications: e.g.
Andrews et al. 2018, ApJL, 869, L41 
Rab et al. 2020, A&A, 642, A165

https://almascience.eso.org/alma
data/lp/DSHARP/



- Hover mouse on Search box to open the ‘search by parameter’ window
- To download data, click on the upper-right download icon

ALMA archive: https://almascience.eso.org/aq/

Documentation: almascience.eso.org/alma-data/archive/archive-documentation



Could try to download at least the auxiliary tar file. It takes ~2min to download 
and untar

ALMA archive: https://almascience.eso.org/aq/

Documentation: almascience.eso.org/alma-data/archive/archive-documentation

OLD



Use the “quick select” box to choose the type of files you want to download 
(check sizes!)

ALMA archive: https://almascience.eso.org/aq/

Documentation: almascience.eso.org/alma-data/archive/archive-documentation

NEW



Tutorial data
Target: HD 163296
Project: 2016.1.00484.L
MOUS: uid://A001/X8c5/X96

Weblogs: 
● HD163296_weblog.tgz:

○ Original: pipeline-20170914T223247
○ ARI-L: pipeline-20210529T073751

Datasets for imaging:
● HD163296_data_new.tgz



Data packaging
Example of data structure after unpacking:

2016.1.00484.L/science_goal.uid___A001_X8c5_X94/group.uid___A001_X8c5_X95/me
mber.uid___A001_X8c5_X96

With subdirectories/files:

README          calibration          log          product          qa          raw       script       



- MOUS (Member Observing Unit Set, one per Execution/Scheduling 
Block) are found inside the GOUS (Group Observing Unit Set) folder. 
Each GOUS folder can contain several MOUS which will usually be 
combined during reduction and imaging (e.g. different antenna 
configs.). The different GOUS folders (often for different sources or 
spectral setups) are all within a science goal (SG) folder. There can be 
multiple science goals per project.

- ASDM = ALMA Science Data Model
- README: contains CASA pipe version, QA2 summary, contents of 

each dir, various kinds of instructions (e.g. how to restore calibrated 
data)

Directory structure
project_id/

sg_ouss_id/
group_ouss_id/

member_ouss_id/

        README         READ THIS FIRST (text file)
calibration/ calibration tables
log/         calibration and imaging log files
product/ the FITS cubes of all images
qa/         diagnostic summary and plots
raw/                created when ASDMs are unpacked
script/ calibration and imaging scripts



- MOUS (Member Observing Unit Set, one per Execution/Scheduling 
Block) are found inside the GOUS (Group Observing Unit Set) folder. 
Each GOUS folder can contain several MOUS which will usually be 
combined during reduction and imaging (e.g. different antenna 
configs.). The different GOUS folders (often for different sources or 
spectral setups) are all within the science goal (SG) folder. There can 
be multiple science goals per project.

- ASDM = ALMA Science Data Model
- README: contains CASA pipe version, QA2 summary, contents of 

each dir, various kinds of instructions (e.g. how to restore calibrated 
data)

Directory structure
project_id/

sg_ouss_id/
group_ouss_id/

member_ouss_id/

        README         READ THIS FIRST (text file)
calibration/ calibration tables
log/         calibration and imaging log files
product/ the FITS cubes of all images
qa/         diagnostic summary and plots
raw/                created when ASDMs are unpacked
script/ calibration and imaging scripts



Scripts

scriptForPI.py

● Performs all necessary steps to obtain a calibrated Measurement 
Set

● Run within CASA — check version in the README file or in WEBLOG 



Final calibrated MS will be here

Directory structure
project_id/

sg_ouss_id/
group_ouss_id/

member_ouss_id/

        README.txt    READ THIS FIRST
product/ the FITS cubes of all images
calibration/ calibration tables
qa/         diagnostic summary and plots
script/ calibration and imaging scripts
log/         calibration and imaging log files
raw/                created when ASDMs are unpacked

       calibrated/    created when scriptForPI.py is run



This is where the tarred weblog file is stored. It needs to be untarred and the 
html/index.html opened in a web browser.

Directory structure
project_id/

sg_ouss_id/
group_ouss_id/

member_ouss_id/

        README.txt    READ THIS FIRST
product/ the FITS cubes of all images
calibration/ calibration tables
qa/         diagnostic summary and plots
script/ calibration and imaging scripts
log/         calibration and imaging log files
raw/                created when ASDMs are unpacked

       calibrated/       created when scriptForPI.py is run



The weblog is checked by the ALMA staff in charge of QA before data delivery, 
but various parts of it are also useful for the user to review

Weblog inspection
UNDERSTAND YOUR OBSERVATIONS!

✓ Check observation summary 

✓ Check flagging summaries 

✓ Check calibrated data
‒ If any suspicion, check relevant calibrations 

✓ Check flux consistency 
  ‒ Search calibrator fluxes in the ALMA Source Catalogue

https://almascience.eso.org/sc/


Weblog inspection
Please navigate to your folder

cd pipeline-20170914T223247/html/
LINUX: firefox index.html &
OSX: open -a Firefox index.html &

If there are problems: 
https://help.almascience.org/kb/articles/what-is-the-best-way-to-view-the-weblog

Display error? In a terminal, in the html/ folder, type: 
python3 -m http.server 8080 --bind 127.0.0.1

https://help.almascience.org/kb/articles/what-is-the-best-way-to-view-the-weblog


- Home weblog page: overview of the observations
- The pipeline is run for each of the observing sessions (EBs) 

separately. The data for one EB is surrounded by orange box above.

Weblog inspection
Who is the PI of the 
project?

Which CASA version 
was used for the 
pipeline run?

How many antennas 
observed?

Minimum and 
maximum baseline 
length?CLICK



CLICK



Type of source

Check when each 
calibrator was 
observed



CLICK



Which source is the 
target?

Which source is the 
bandpass calibrator?

Which source is the 
phase calibrator?

Which source is the 
amplitude calibrator?



CLICK



Which spectral window 
contains the 12CO 
line?

How do you recognize 
continuum spectral windows?

Broad bandwidth
Small number of channels 
/ low frequency resolution



CLICK





CLICK



Check elevation 
of target

Low elevation can 
have influence on 
signal-to-noise ratio



CLICK



Check weather conditions 
during observations

High wind speeds can 
have influence on 
signal-to-noise ratio



CLICK



Check precipitable water 
vapour conditions during 
observations

High PWV and/or rapidly 
changing PWV can have 
influence on signal-to-noise 
ratio (depending on observing 
frequency)



CLICK



- Errors and warnings triggered during pipeline runs



Flagging summaries. Check for completely flagged antennas, and 
perhaps also those with >~30% flagged data

Check if any antennas are fully flagged



CLICK



- “By task” summary is not displayed per measurement set as the 
Pipeline performs each step on every measurement set sequentially 
before proceeding to the next step

- The pipeline has its automatic algorithms to set the score at each 
step/task. These are refined each cycle. Colour-coded according to 
“goodness” of the score (all four colours displayed here)

- The little warning signs in yellow indicate there are warning/flag 
messages in that step

Scores for each step



CLICK



tsysflag: Several kinds of flags, each with its own algorithm. The most 
common are ‘edge flags’, and ‘birdies’ (spikes)

Atmospheric features can lead to 
increased Tsys values.

If Tsys peak without atmospheric 
feature → Problem!

Check Tsys calibration!

Tsys → sensitivity of each antenna 
with time (atmosphere & receivers)



CLICK



- Typically the decision on whether to apply the correction is based on 
the BP scan improvement level.

- In our case, the second MS has a smaller improvement (1.37), hence 
the blue colour on task summary page. Correction applied in both 
cases.

Check WVR correction!

Variations in the amount of water vapour 
lead to atmospheric phase fluctuations 
(very short timescales < 1 min)

(see also 
www.alma-allegro.nl/wvr-and-phase-metrics/wvr-sc
aling/)

Phase noise should decrease
—> If not, pipeline will not apply the 
correction

http://www.alma-allegro.nl/wvr-and-phase-metrics/wvr-scaling/
http://www.alma-allegro.nl/wvr-and-phase-metrics/wvr-scaling/


To be calibrated per antenna, spw, scan and polarisation (except for 
bootstrapped phase/amp cal when flux cal is polarised)

Calibration basics
Bandpass
calibration

Flux
calibration

Phase
calibration

Calibration applied to the 
science target

Check the calibration 
applied to the calibrators!



Weblog shows weird behaviour of model in spw 21 (for both MSs). Needs to 
be investigated.

CLICK



Calibrator is polarised but averaged amplitudes are used for flux calibration

Flux calibrator model

Input 
model Output calibrated amplitudes 

What are the two colours at 
different values indicating?



CLICK



The plot on the left shows corrections to be applied to the other calibrators & 
target source. The plot on the right shows the corrected amplitudes for the 
bandpass calibrator (shown in a later task, not here). 

Bandpass calibration

Amplitude corrections
versus frequency

Corrected amplitudes
(note polarised source)



Bandpass calibration

Corrected phases: 
flat, close to zero!

Phase corrections
versus frequency



CLICK



In new weblogs there is a plot comparing fluxes with online catalog

Flux consistency

Catalog 
flux 
density

Derived flux density

Compare with https://almascience.eso.org/sc/ Absolute flux density error: ~10-15%



CLICK



Left: phase; right: amplitude

Phase calibration
Phase and amplitude corrections to be applied to the target



For target (rightmost column), you apply the bandpass calibration from the 
bandpass calibrator and phase and amplitude calibration (bootstrapped from 
the flux calibrator) from the phase calibrator. The other columns show what 
source is used to carry out each part of the calibration (flux scaling, bandpass, 
phase and amplitude calibration) for each calibrator. The calibration shown for 
the first three columns/sources is not strictly required for calibrating the data, 
but applying the calibrations back onto the calibrator sources serves as a 
check of how well the calibration has gone, as we know what these should 
look like once calibrated.

Apply all calibration



CLICK



- The target is resolved as the amplitude is not constant with uv distance
- A check source used for resol<0.25” and/or freq>400 GHz - it should 

be bright and point-like. All of the same calibrations applied to the 
target are applied to the check source. It is used to evaluate the quality 
of the phase calibration and therefore the image quality expected on 
the target. 

Apply all calibration

TargetCheck sourcePhase calibrator

Is the target unresolved as 
the calibrators?



Phases should be around zero and amplitudes constant in time for phase 
calibrator and check source.

Apply all calibration
Phase calibrator



Phases should be around zero and amplitudes constant in time for phase 
calibrator and check source.

Apply all calibration
Check source



Corrected data for target may be more complex, however you can see above 
that source is centred at phase centre as data is clustered around phase=0 
deg. 

Apply all calibration
Target



12CO line



CLICK



Once data are calibrated we can start making images, starting with the 
calibrators

Calibrator images
Check sourcePhase calibrator



ARI-L project: re-imaging pre-Cycle 5 data in pipeline mode to add 
functionality that is now part of the standard pipeline weblog since Cycle 5.

ARI-L
https://almascience.eso.org/alma-data/aril

The Additional Representative Images for Legacy (ARI-L) in the ALMA Science Archive (ASA) is a Development project for ALMA. The 
project aims to increase the legacy value of the ALMA Science Archive by bringing the reduction level of ALMA data from Cycles 2-4 
close to that of what is processed with the ALMA Imaging Pipeline in more recent Cycles.

Please navigate to your folder
cd pipeline-20210529T073751/html/

LINUX: firefox index.html &
OSX: open -a Firefox index.html &

Display error? In a terminal, below the html/ folder, type: 
python3 -m http.server 8081 --bind 127.0.0.1



ARI-L Weblog





CLICK



- Usually the P.I. requests are given in the “Assumed Values” section 
(not available here)

- The task tries different robust weighting schemes for imaging and 
decides on the one that best matches the P.I.’s requests for imaging

Image Precheck



CLICK



Spectrum shown is cube integrated over the masked pixels (red) on the right 
image, which are areas where emission was detected. The pipeline fits a slope 
(parameters can be tweaked by user) to the line-free channels in the next task.

Continuum subtraction



Actual tclean task (imaging) in pipeline is run according to previously defined 
parameters

CLICK



Extra plots displayed for the representative spw (continuum)

Continuum image - 12CO spw



CLICK



Aggregate continuum image (4 spws combined)

Continuum image - combined



CLICK



Cube provided for the representative frequency spw
MAD = Median Absolute Deviation

12CO image



What’s next?

If you decide to make your own images:

run the scripts/scriptForPI.py within CASA and you can 
work on the calibrated MS.



Problems? - Tweak the pipeline!

e.g, Extra flagging needed or flux 
rescale:

• add extra flagging in 
calibration/*flagtemplate.txt and 
rerun casa_pipescript.py.

• Modify flux.csv and rerun the 
pipeline

• Alternatively, add flagging 
commands before imaging.

More details at:
“Tweaking the pipeline script” by R. Miura (NAOJ)
https://www2.nao.ac.jp/~eaarc/DATARED/referen
ce/TweakPipeline.pptx.pdf



The European ARC network

For support on ALMA proposal 
preparation and data reduction you 
can contact your local ALMA ARC 
node or the ALMA helpdesk!

https://www.eso.org/sci/facilities/alma/arc.html
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